Reduced folate carrier A80G polymorphism and susceptibility to neural tube defects: a meta-analysis.
The reduced folate carrier (RFC1) plays a crucial role in mediating folate delivery into a variety of cells. RFC1 polymorphism (A80G) has been reported to be associated with increased risk of neural tube defects (NTDs). However, results derived from individually underpowered studies are conflicting. We performed a systematic search of MEDLINE and EMBASE databases and carried out a meta-analysis on the association between RFC1 polymorphism (A80G) and NTDs risk. Overall, a significant correlation between RFC1 A80G polymorphism and NTDs risk was found neither in infants nor in maternal (allele contrast in infants: OR(RE)=1.15, 95% CI: 0.92-1.45; allele contrast in mothers: OR(RE)=1.24, 95% CI: 0.98-1.56). The present meta-analysis failed to support a positive association between RFC1 A80G polymorphism and susceptibility to NTDs. It is important to realize, however, that socio-economic factors, and gene-environment and gene-gene interactions, could have influenced the outcome of our meta-analysis. For this reason, a relationship between the A80G polymorphism and NTD risk cannot be entirely discounted.